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REVIEW

We are happy to announce that the Review
prizes for fall have been awarded as follows :
for poetry, to Mr. Ronald Richardson for his
sonnet, On Seeing a Hogarth Print; for fiction,
to Mr. Herbert Park for his short story, The
Brick. Our sincere congratulations are extended to these gentlemen with the hope that
their contributions to these pages will continue.
Because there was received no expository material of any kind, the essay prize was not
awarded.

CONTRIBUTORS
JOHN BOYER is a junior and a member of
the Review board of editors; he has previously
given us interesting fiction and verse.

*

*

*

WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS, for the
first time one of the great figures of contemporary American literature appears in our pages.
Dr. Williams's contribution is the first of
every-number appearances by writers of comparable stature which the Review hopes to bring
to its readers.

*

*

*

· ROGER HARMON, a senior, is serving his
third year as a member of the board; he appears with us this time as critic and poet.

*

*

*

RONALD RICHARDSON is a sophomore;
his prize-winning sonnet is published in this
iSSUe.

*

*

*

HERBERT PARK, a senior, has published

frequently in these pages; he was awarded the
Review prize for fiction for his shor;t story
which appears in this issue.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

JACQUE HOPKINS, a senior and a board
member, returned to Trinity last year after two
years with the army; we profit by his return.
JOHN SINCLAIR BRIMS, a sophomore,
was awarded the Review's prize for poetry last
sprmg.
THOMAS WRIGHT is a senior whose verse
has appeared with us before.
WILSON PINNEY and PAUL TERRY are
both members of the board; each has contributed previously to this Review.
LOUIS BERRONE is a senior whose poetry
has previously appeared in these pages; his short
story, Ahriman, is printed in this issue.

Any Old Time
by John Boyer, '55

HE match smeared against the wet striking surface, and he flung both single
match and half-empty book, damp and
sodden, onto the sidewalk in front of the bus
shed. "Dammit," he said miserably, futilely,
as he watched the cruel silver rain splinter
against the gleaming blackness of the pavement.
April rain, he thought, watching it pelt down
onto the sullen smalltown street with the violence of spring and the coldness of winter.
"Dammit," he said again, and furiously
crumpled the useless cigarette into a shapeless
ball of paper and tobacco. It bounced once as
it hit the sidewalk; then the rain, with the curious pawing of a cat who has found a hurt starling in the grass, began to pick at the sodden
mass with cold clawings. Little flakes of tobacco swam slowly down the sidewalk to the
gutter.
Matthews looked at the black street in front
of him. Here and there an occasional living
room or upstairs window broke the dark monotony of housefronts, but most of the houses were
unlighted, complacent in their defiance of the
night. "Bartlesville's not much of a town after
eleven, mister," the bus driver had told him.
"Couple of hotels, couple of bars open, and
that's about all." He must have thought that
I was traveling incognito, thought Matthews
grimly, telling me about hotels after taking a
look at me under a bright light. He thought of
the last time he'd taken a look at himself, in the
cracked mirror of the restroom in the station at
Denver. The wilted shirt collar had comple-
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mented the wrinkled suit perfectly, and his
face, haggard and unshaven, did not look like
that of a man who was able to afford the bus,
let alone hotels. What kind of hotel can a man
get for thirty cents, he asked sarcastically, jingling the change in his pocket.
Look fo rward to tomorrow. Ben Franklin,
Matthews said to himself, may have been a hell
of a success in the 18th Century, but Poor Richard hadn't been faced with Bartlesville at eleven
o'clock at night. Tomorrow was no problem.
Wichita, he figured, was only an hundred and
fifty mile hitch away. I guess I'll be able to
put up with Alby for a couple of days, he
thought wryly-God knows I'll have heard the
tune enough times before. Matthews knew
that his brother would be angry at first, then
sorry, then finally resigned, and he'd be able to
get enough money to stake him to a new suit of
clothes, a topcoat to replace the one he'd had to
pawn in Kansas City. Maybe Alby would even
be able to scare him up another job after he'd
cooled down. But now was the problem, not
old Ben's tomorrow. "Got to get a roof over
your head, Danny, my boy."
In the house opposite the bus shed, a woman's
figure moved across the lighted oblong of a window, moved across, then back to the window,
and halted. Through the rain Matthews could
make out the outlines of her face and figure,
silhouetted against the light. Damned complacent bitch, he thought savagely, damned complacent hausfrau in her stinking little living
room. He felt ·come over him a sudden unrea-
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soning rage against all the little smug people in
all the little smug houses in all the little smug
midwestern towns. He half stepped into the
rain-shrouded light in front of the bus shed.
The woman in the house opposite turned
slowly from the window and disappeared in the
direction from which she had come. Matthew's eyes were blinded by the sudden light
and the rain. The light went off. His anger
suddenly drained away, leaving only a tired
craving for a dry place and a bed and a drink
-for a couple of drinks. A roof over my head,
he thought with a deep surge of self-pity, I
could forget the drinks if I only had that. He
felt the familiar cough starting deep in his
chest, and sat quickly down on the bench for
support.
The cough passed and he sat back against
the wall of the shed. Bartlesville, he thought,
that's the kind of name this whistlestop would
have. Bartlesville. Then, he thought stupidly, there may be a chance here after all. He
sat up straight, trying to reconstruct a scene
from the nucleus of the stray thought. Chicago, he said to himself, it was three years ago in
Chicago-and all at once it came back to him
with blurred rememberings, like those of a particular moving picture seen after a lapse of
many years. There was the Palmer House, its
white marble steps an inviting pathway to the
lights of the lobby, and the large booming signs
in the corners, saying "Class of '36 Reunion
in the Drake Room," and the smell of medium
priced bourbon and slightly lower than medium
priced cigars, and the loud voices, hearty, and
false-hearty, as they filled the lobby and the
elevators and the Drake Room. There was the
strained half hour's exchange of inanities with
the man next to him at dinner, strained until
the relaxing influence of the medium priced
bourbon set in, and the countless after-dinner
speeches, growing more and more aimless as the
dinner wore on. Then Matthews had found
himself an involuntary member of one of the
half-tight groups at the little round tables, exuding smoke apd .laughter and bourbon smell

in huge conflicting waves, with a fellow who
claimed to have been in one of his classes, and
a tailor from Seattle, and the hardware dealer
· who c alled' himself Jim Bulmer.
The man Bulmer, Matthews recalled, was
plump and slightly balding, with an ordinary
face and a somewhat weak chin. He hadn't
realized, Matthews reflected, that Bulmer was
as drunk as he was; he hadn't found out until
the hardware dealer suddenly dropped his glass
and slumped back into his chair. He had tried
to get up, and grabbed Matthews' shoulder to
steady himself. "You're m' good friend," he
had mumbled, "m' good friend. Gemme up to
m' room. I'll be all ri'soon's I'm in my room. "
There hadn't been much Matthews could do
without creating a scene; Bulmer had clung to
his arm like a limpet. They staggered giddily
from the Drake Room to the hall, and from the
hall to the elevator, where Matthews ferreted
out the man's key from his pocket. Then Bulmer had got violently ill in the elevator, halfsquatting, half-holding onto the rail in the elevator cage for support. Matthews half-guided,
half-carried him to his room and laid him on
the bed, where he had collapsed in a shapeless,
unconscious heap. After that he had turned
off the bed lamp and started for the door ; but
just before his hand reached the handle, Bulmer
had moved on the bed. ."You're a good friend,
Matthews," he had said, "a good friend. You're
my bes' friend, Matthews, and .if you're ever
around Bartlesville, you look me up any old
time. You hear me, boy? Any old time."
Then, before Matthews could reply, he collapsed back onto the bed again.
Well, Matthews smiled to himself, old Bulmer had really let himself in for it. Of course
I couldn't do it-you can't just walk into a
man's house like that-a man's got to have some
self-respect left. He looked out for a moment
at the silver-streaked blackness beyond the bus
shed and shivered. I couldn't just walk in
looking like this, he said to himself. He
thought of the way he had looked in the restroom that morning. If I did go, he thought, if
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I did go, I'd have to get cleaned up. If I did
go-.
The drugstore was a little over a block away,
two dimly lit plate glass windows with only a
single fluorescent tube burning inside the store
itself. "We're closed," said the girl behind the
counter sullenly. "It's after eleven. "
"I just want to get some cigarettes and make
a phone call. " Matthews said.
The girl took his quarter grudgingly and
handed him the Camels and a book of matches.
. "Do you have a washroom here?" he asked,
hoping that his voice was as pleasant as he
tried to make it sound .
The girl half-turned back of the counter.
" Back through there. To your right," she said,
pointing toward the rear of the store. "I just
now cleaned it up for the night. We close at
eleven, you know."
Matthews washed his hands and face and
combed his hair, splashing the dirty soapy
water around the bowl in petty anger. He
looked at himself in the cracked mirror above
the washstand. It wasn't much of an improvement. He closed the door of the washroom
and went across the store to the telephone
booth. Bulmer, Joseph M., County· Road.
"Bartlesville 198 W," Matthews told the op~
erator, and heard the buzz-ring, buzz-ring of the
party line number. He waited, standing in the
booth beside the phone, feeling a stray drop of
water run down his back from his still wet hair.
Buzz-ring, buzz-ring-.
"Hello," said a man's voice at the other
end of the line, sleepy and surprised and a
little annoyed. I ought to have known that he'd
be asleep, Matthews muttered under his breath.
"Hello. Jim Bulmer on the phone. "
O.K., boy, play it, Matthews thought savagely, play it hard, you s.o.b. "Jim, " he said
aloud, "how are you, old fellow? How've you
been? It's me, Dan Matthews-I just got into
town and thought I'd look you up, see how you
were doing. How've you been, boy?"
Except for the movements of the girl behind
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the counter, there was no sound in the store
for about five seconds.
"Dan Matthews? Oh, Dan Matthewssure, sure, I know. Didn't get your name at
first, Dan."
"Well, how many Dan Matthews's you
know anyhqw, Jim? Certainly must be a popular name, huh ? Well, how's tricks ? You
were the first fellow I thought of looking up
when I blew into Bartlesville. Nice little town
you've got here, Jim."
"That's fine , Dan, just fine. Good to hear
your voice. How' d you get in town, Dan, drive
in from Denver?"
"No, got in on the bus about a half hour ago;
came all the way from Denver today. I'm
down here at the drugstore now-," he glanced
at the reversed lettering on the front of the
store-"down at Tappan's Drugstore, that's
what the sign says."
That ought to do it, Matthews thought to
himself, that ought to do the trick. Even Bulmer ought to be able to take the hint. Hell,
he's got to.
"Sure, sure, I know Tappan's. Out on MacComber Street. Where'd you say you were going to put up for the night?"
Here it comes, Matthews thought. "Well,
Jim, I really hadn't thought. I don't know
whether there's a hotel open, and I thought
maybe-"
"Oh, no, no trouble there," Bulmer broke in
hurriedly. "Nossir, Bartlesville may be a hick
town, but the Empire's always got room for one
more.. . Always open too. You must have
passed it when you came into town-got a big
red brick front. Just tell 'em I sent you if
there's any trouble."
"But thanks, Jim-listen, Jim thanks, but-"
"Oh, that's O.K., boy, never mind-just tell
'em I sent you · if they get huffy. And how
about giving me a ring-tomorrow, maybe,
unless you've got to get going early. Sure is
good to hear your voice again."
"But Jim-"
(Continued on page 30)

William Carlos Williams

Work in Progress
(Patterson V)
If we are to understand our time,
we must find the key to it,
not in the the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries,
but in earlier, wilder
and darker epochs.
So to know what I have to know
about my own death,
if it be real,
I have to take it apart.
What does your generation think
of Cezanne?
I asked a young artist.
The abstractions of Hindu art,
he replied,
are the only things that interest me.
He liked my poem
about the parts
of a broken bottle
lying green in the cinders
of a hospital court-yard.
There was also, to his mind,
the one on gay wall-paper
which he had heard about

but not read.
I was grateful to him
for his interest.
Do you remember
how at Interlaken
we were waiting four days
To see the Jungfrau
but rain had fallen steadily.
Then
just before train-time
on a tip from one of the waitresses
we rushed
to the Gipfel Platz
and there it was!
in the distance
covered with new-fallen snow.
When I was at Granada
I remember,
in that overpowering heat,
climbing a treeless hill
overlooking the Alhambra.
(to be continued)

William Carlos Williams:

Two Commentaries
I.

HE fragment of Paterson V cannot fairly be taken as representative of Dr.
Williams's whole poetic achievement;
it may be that we have yet to come upon the
best of his poetry. As regards Paterson V particularly, we might make anticipatory judgments in terms of what we know of the previous four books, but now that Dr. Williams
has resumed the pattern, we should most properly withhold any formal comment until it is
complete. But it is not risking too much to say
that this significant qualitative beginning will
be, for the admirers of his poetry, a simple reassurance of the confidence which they have in
his system.
Though we have proposed to suspend evaluation of the work in progress, we can discuss in
some detail our response to his poem
about the part~
of a broken bottle
lying green in the cinders
of a hospital court-yard.
Dr. Williams acutely senses the importance of
the object, and his poetry is an effective formulation of his natural (as opposed to deliberate)
but intense concern with objective states. He
has never concealed this attitude that there are
"no ideas but in things." And because, like
Sweeney in Mr. Eliot's Fragment of an Agon,
''I've gotta use words when I talk to you," Dr.
Williams must select words which clearly communicate to us the objective mode of the situation. So must every poet use words to project
the meaning he has in mind, but because, for
Williams, words exist in everything, the water,
the trees, the flowers, etc., his task is more difficult. Ideally, a poem for Dr. Williams is an
exact imitation in words of the meaning in
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things. This, at first, seems strange,· yet, if we
were to hear a waterfall speak to us in its own
language, its own voice, would we not think
this, too, strange? Of course, we would; and this
is to a great degree an indication of what Dr.
Williams attempts (and, we might add, successfully achieves) in his poetry. This undivided
allegiance to words, and to words . in things,
permits us to make many handsome generalizations about the degree of reasonableness his
poetry displays, but Dr. Williams is a poet, and
evidence to substantiate our basic assumptions
must come from the poetry.
BETWEEN WALLS
the back wings
of the
hospital where
nothing
will grow lie
cinders
in which shine
the broken
pieces of a green
bottle
The basic prose content of the poem resides in
our qua~i awareness of the disparity between
growing (in this sense vegetal, with greenness as a condition of it) and the barrenness
(to us, not to Dr. Williams) of the cinder plot.
This comparison, by illusion, is made meaningful by the suggestion in the whole poem that
the cinders and the shattered bottle are intrinsically as good as a kind of garden. We are
not given a concentrated richness of images and
ideas, but rather what we get is a perfect expression in words of a physical scene, a real
scene, precisely as Williams observed it. For
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the reader, the success of the poem (and most
of Williams's) depends upon the exterit to
which we r~spond to and participate in this
business that says words properly put down are
precisely and expJicitly the object which they
signify. The difficulty, however, lies not so
much in our apprehension and acceptance of
this function of words, as in our ability, from
an aesthetic point of view, to sustain the belief
that words consistently do perform in this way.
Unequivocal faith in this method is hard to
come by, the harder, the more poems that are
read; but we seldom acquire anything significantly worthwhile without working for it; and
if our sensibility permits us but an occasional
elated ('elated' because it is a magical kind of
business) experience, we should rejoice in our
limited good fortune.
In his preface to the 1934 edition of Dr.
Williams's collected poems, Wallace Stevens
said:
The slightly tobaccoy odor of
autumn is perceptible in these
pages. Williams is past fifty.
Williams is today past seventy. As a poet, he
has contributed immeasurably to his own age
and to those ages that will follow. We certainly have no right to demand any more from
him, yet we now have excellent reason to expect it.
John R. Burrill

II.
The poetry of William Carlos Williams is
well within the term: "modern poetry." The
briefest look at the titles of his poems-"The
A, B & C of It," "Picture of a Nude in a Machine Shop," "Choral: the Pink Church"-will
bring to mind two other contemporary American poets : E. E. Cummings and Wallace
Stevens. To some this is perhaps a strange
grouping, but I believe their poetry is much
alike in form and content, and reveals very similar aims. It would be more curious, nevertheless very. possible, to group these three poets
with Whitman and Sandburg to complete one

line of progression of a- peculiarly American
idiom. With Williams as with Whitman it is
the anti-poetic which fascinates, the slang expression, the daily event. But obviously there
is a great difference in their poetry, but that
difference lies not so much in principle as in
manner.
Any approach to modern poetry is difficult
and not always rewarding. However, there
seem, to me at least, to be three main maxims
about which the modern poet builds his poetry :
the poem must have an intellectual intensity
rather than emotional; it must "live with an
intrinsic movement of its own;" it must deal
with particulars while embodying the abstract
in the concrete.
The subject matter for such principles must
be the individual; only the individual is supremely important because it is only the individual that can be supremely alive. When the
individual ceases to be an independent entity,
when he becomes part of some abstraction, or
when he ceases to love, then he becomes "cut
from touch," dead. And there is no idea of
more utter degradation than that of non-being.
Thus the poems are filled with individual people doing particular acts; it is
-the haggard drunk
holding onto the backs of the seats,
face tense of a fixed purpose
toward the toilet
or the girl
with big breasts
under a blue sweater
And with this emphasis upon "being" the
poet celebrates all aspects of physical existence,
and physical death, like death to love, becomes
equated with utter degradation. But this probing into the real meaning of such human experiences as love, death, being, is done in defiance of the sentimental and of the emotional
in order to discover (or create) an anti-intellectual objective reality.
Probably the most confusing approach to
(Continued on page 27)
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On~eHl~ t/4';i

:Hogarth P:rrtnt.
7 3(,~~:

It rains in sobs and' sighs, in groans and gasps,
On housetops gray and battered by the wind.
Below in narrow streets a hawker r~ps
His wares, and coachmen curse a beggar ginned,
Who lies asleep beneath the tavern sign.
Inside the captain's crew carouse and drink
To wear away the taste of bitter brine,
And right above, the women wait and think
Of days gone by, while putting on their rings
And bracelets from a swarthy pirate's loot.
An old one paints her lips dark red and sings
Of faithless loves, while others mock and hoot.
Apart from all the rest the new girl lies
Upon her fancy bed and sobs and sighs.
-Ronald Richardson

f
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The Brick
by Herbert W. Park, '54
ORBURT HASBUCK was a humble
man. His humility was the most significant and deeply rooted part of his
character. In fact, he was so humble he was
almost unnoticeable. If he was in a class or in
the college snack bar, and someone looked as
if he wanted Norburt's seat, Norburt was glad
to stand. If at the bookstore he had been waiting in line for three days (usual for him ) and
at the last minute somebody jumped in front of
him and bought the last copy of the book he
had been waiting for, Norburt begged the man's
pardon and went to his room.
But Norburt took pride in three things : God,
who was very close to him and who looked like
his father; his country, whose vested interests
were those of his father; and his fraternity.
How Norburt had become a fraternity man
was a question in the mind of everybody on
campus. Indeed, it was rumored that the senior Hasbuck, who had controlling interest in
AT&T, GM, and American Tobacco, had
pulled some strings. But these rumors were
stoutly denied by his fraternity brothers who
often declared him to be a "brick." It is true
that at parties he was always the dishwasher,
and that during the week he was constantly
waiting on table, substituting for friends, but
then he was always glad to do such humble
work. And when any brother was short of
funds, N orburt was delighted to lend him
money. Particularly the president of the house,
who owed Norburt a trifle over three thousand
dollars. As the president said, "I always keep
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track of the amount.
but put it in a bank."

It is as if Norburt had

As for Norburt, he was proud to belong to
this fraternity. The brothers were all tops and
if they treated him roughly now and then, well,
it was what he deserved. He felt particularly
proud of his friendship with the president. They
roomed together and their relationship had become so close that when Norburt would lend
his roommate some small sum, he could call
him, in a husky, tremulous voice, "Pres" instead of, as he usually addressed him, "Mr.
President."
It was Norburt's custom to arise early in the
morning and, after shimng his roommate's
shoes, go to the chapel to pray. One morning
he made a slight slip in his prayer and said,
"Oh Lord. I am not worthy of my fraternity. "
These words, which slipped out, seemed to
hang in front of him like incense. As he left
the chapel, they dinned in his ear. All day he
was preoccupied with the thought and finally,
at the close of the day, he realised the truth: he
must resign from the fraternity for the good of
the fraternity. He did not like to, but it was the
only thing to be done. Accordingly, he took
the first opportunity that he was alone with the
president to broach the subject.
"Mr. President," he began humbly, "I have
decided that for the good of the fraternity, I
must resign. I am not good enough. " The
president, who had for the last few weeks been
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very nervous, seemed at first angry, but then he
relaxed and beamed.
"Norburt," he said genially, "that is true.
But how would it look to have you resign?"
Norburt hung his head. "We must throw you
out." Norburt brightened. "But we need sufficient reason. Do not be discouraged, my boy,
for I know just the reason we need. At the
same time that you do this noble act for the fraternity, you can do another noble deed for your
best friend ." Norburt looked bewildered.
"That is, for Me." Norburt looked pleased.
The president hitched himself forward in his
chair and spoke confidentially. "I am in a
little trouble .. ."
The next day, at 2:00 P. M. , Norburt was
married to Mary Kowalski, who had a hairlip
and was obviously pregnant. At the ceremony
were the father of the bride and her two large
brothers. After the ceremony, the father and
two brothers went to a bar to celebrate by drinking boilermakers. Norburt left his bride at her
home and went to the fraternity house. When
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he entered the front door, he saw what he had
expected. All the brothers were lined up in the
living room and hall. At the end of the line the
president stood.
"Brother Hasbuck, come forward." Norburt
came forward . "You have disgraced the fraternity. " Norburt nodded. "You know that
the punishment is banishment?" The president
reached out and tore off Norburt's pin. As
Norburt turned to walk by the line, the president seemed to brush away a tear. Then, in
accordance with the banishment ceremony, he
smacked Norburt on the head with the edge of
a pledge paddle. Immediately the line started
yelling and egging the others on, as each in his
turn got a crack at Norburt. Some even took
two, which caused the ones further down the
line to yell for the others to save them some.
As Norburt, bloody, bowed, and beaten,
crawled out the front door and down the steps
of the house, he stopped to take one last look.
Then, with an air of conscious pride, he laid
down in the gutter and bled to death.

Skoshi
by Jacque Hopkins, '54
HERE we go, Sergeant Spencer ? You
tell me now ?"
"We're going to a place in (hunchon, Skoshi." They stopped on a corner of
the dusty intersection while Spencer hunched
the faded green duffle bag higher up on his
shoulder and finally managed to get his crumpled cigarette lit. The kid was tired, and the
lean Engineers' sergeant was sorry that he
hadn't tried to get a ride into town from the
outfit.
"I no understand, sergeant." The little Korean boy's moon face was frowning and showed
his confusion. "We go Chunchon place; we
bring duffle bag. Maybe we no go back to
comp'ny?"
"That's right. Maybe we're going away.
The sergeant looked at his watch. They had
only ·thirty minutes to get to the Chunchon railhead before the Seoul train pulled out. He
flipped his cigarette butt under a passing Army
six-by and reached down for the boy's hand.
"C'mon, Skoshi, we got to be going. "
"I tired, Sergeant. How come you no catch
us ride in Army truck ?"
"I wanted to talk to you while we walked
into town."
The boy laughed delightedly. "We talk all
time at Engineers' place. Why you want to
talk today? You crazy one."
The sergeant frowned and looked straight
ahead down the dirt road. The traffic was
heavy today and the wrinkles of their fatigues
were gray with the dust. "Maybe, Skoshi, we
can't be together much longer. Maybe I will
\
have to go away from you. Then we couldn't
talk anymore."
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The boy looked at him and laughed. "No,
no. Never happen. I all time stay with you."
The sergeant shrugged his shoulders, and
they walked on in silence. The boy's oversize
Army boots dragged in the dirt and dulled the
high shine that Spencer had put on them this
morning. They were getting nearer the center
of Chunchon. The flimsy Korean shacks crowded closer to the road, and Spencer inhaled the
lung-searing odors of excrement, rotten vegetables, and the charcoal smoke that drifted in
thin columns toward the leaden sky overhead.
These are the life smells of Korea: the excrement which fertilizes the vegetables which are
cooked over the charcoal braziers in the tiny
courtyards. And they are as inseparably Korean as are hunger and poverty and death.
Spencer felt sick and hollow inside as they
weaved through the American soldiers and Koreans that crowded the path. He knew that
he wouldn't be able to make Skoshi understand
that what was going to happen was for the best.
The boy, like so many of the Koreans the sergeant had known, only recognized the reality of
happiness.
Sorrow was denied existence.
When pain and misery did come crashing
down-well, you just cried a little bit and forgot it like a bad dream. He had seen that work
in Skoshi. He laughed and played like any
stateside youngster. It was easy to forget, as
the boy had already done, how he was living
when they had picked him up in Pusan.
It had been a cold December night. The outfit was loading up the train which would move
them from Pusan further north to the smaller
town of Chunchon. Spencer, as sergeant of
the guard, was checking the guard posts around
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the half-loaded train when the kid hailed him.
"Hey, sergeant, you hot to go?" Spencer
turned and saw the short, stocky boy. He was
dressed in rags which once might have been GI
but were now shredded and filthy.
Spencer laughed. "Yeh, I'll bet you know a
number one Japanese cherry-girl," he said, sarcastically reciting the Korean pimp's ritual description of a prostitute.
''What's a matter, GI? You no can do? You
s1ek; you maybe have vai dok e ?"
The tall soldier looked at the boy shivering
and blowing on his hands. 'Tm not sick. But
you're gonna be taksan sick if you don't get
some better clothes. What's your name, boy
san?"
"GI's speak me Skoshi."
"The little one, huh? Where you live, Skoshi ?' '
"I no have house. I sleep over there." The
sergeant looked and saw a large, rusty sewer
pipe near the railroad tracks. Spencer asked
more questions and Skoshi sat down on the embankment and began talking. What little the
boy told about himself made it easy for the sergeant to imagine the details of his life. The
story was common enough; Korea teems with
ragged, homeless children. Skoshi was born in
Seoul. When he was seven, his parents were
killed during the helter-skelter retreat of the
United Nations forces. Somehow, he got to
Pusan at the southern tip of the peninsula. For
the next three years, he lived with instinctive
savagery: pimping, stealing, rolling drunken
GI's. The kid remembered happier interludes
when he lived with an Army transportation
unit, and once he was given a home by an Army
captain. But these few sunlit days faded into
the gray reality of the lonely, hungry months
and years of his life. As the boy chattered,
Spencer thought of the wife and son he had
never had time to have during his nine years in
the Regular Army.
The next day, the sergeant cleaned the kid up
and had a pair of old fatigues cut down for
him. Despite Skoshi's tears and objections,
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Spencer threw away the rusty knife that he carried, not wanting to imagine why a ten year
old boy would have to have one. And that
night, the kid slept next to the sergeant as th
troop train carried them north through the
black Korean mountains to Chunchon.
Spencer shifted the duffle bag to his other
shoulder and turned to look at the boy skipping
along beside him. "Skoshi, you lived with a
GI captain once, didn't you?"
"Oh, sure. "
"Did you like him?"
"He all right."
The sergeant hesitated a moment and cleared
his throat. "Maybe you can live with a GI officer again. That's better than living with a sergeant. Or, maybe you can live with Korean
people. That would be number one, wouldn't
it?"
The boy frowned as he thought it out. "GI
officer, Korean people same-same. They all
right. But live with Sergeant Spencer is best. "
He finished speaking and smiled because he
knew it was right.
Spencer looked down at him and didn;t want
to say any more, but he doggedly went on.
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"Look, Skoshi. It's no good living with me. I
can't teach you how to read or write your language. There's no other kids for you to play
with at the outfit. And, anyway, you should
be in school."
"You crazy, sergeant." The laughter bubbled up in his brown throat. "No read, no
write, no one to play with: I no care. I with
you." He paused and looked at his boots. "I
love you, sergeant.''
Spencer winced and then looked around
quickly at the other soldiers. None of , them
had heard the boy. "Skoshi, you don't understand what you're saying. "
The boy's voice was now lower and less childlike. "I understand. It not like GI with bad
Korean girl: I love you like-! love you like
father." Suddenly shy, Skoshi stopped speaking and broke away from the sergeant's grip.
He darted ahead and then turned around to
cry, "Cmon, sergeant. You slowpoke." He
laughed as Spencer double-timed up to him.
Spencer felt defeated. His shoulder ached
from the weight of the duffle bag, and he realized that the walk in to town had accomplished
nothing. They turned off at the entrance to the
rail depot where the Seoul train was loading.
The sergeant looked quickly at the crowd of
soldiers and saw the young medic lieutenant.
Spencer stopped and put the duffle bag on the
ground.
"Straighten your cap, Skoshi." The boy
pulled at his fatigue cap as the sergeant knelt
to dust off the kid's boots. Spencer stood up,
looked the boy over and, satisfied, led him toward the lieutenant.
"Good afternoon, sir. Have we kept you
waiting?"
"Oh, hello, sergeant. No, you're right on
time." The young officer spoke pleasantly but
briskly as they had taught him to do at OCS.
"And this is the little fellow we were talking
about?"
"Yes, sir. This is Pak Sang Chool, Lieutenant Wilson. Say hello to the lieutenant Skoshi." The boy hung back, silently holding on

to Spencer's hand. The sergeant laughed nervously. "He's a little shy right now, sir, but
he'll get to know you in a while."
'Tm sure we'll get along famously. Won't
we, Pak? Well, sergeant, you have a couple
of minutes yet if you want to say good-bye."
Spencer knelt in front of the boy and put his
hands on Skoshi' s small shoulders. He wished
that the lieutenant would leave them alone, but
it probably would be easier with him there.
"Skoshi, I-"
"We go now?" the boy interrupted.
Spencer averted his eyes. "I can't exactly
go with you right now, but-the lieutenant will
take good care of you." He spoke rapidly, his
voice flat and colorless. "You see, Skoshi,
Lieutenant Wilson is going to take you to Seoul
and put you in school and look after you the
way I can't. And maybe he can find a Korean
family to adopt you." The sergeant forced himself to smile. "And then when you grow up,
you can be an important man, not a soldier or
something like that. "
Skoshi shook his head stubbornly. "No, no,
no. I stay with you, Sergeant Spencer."
"But, Skoshi, you can't. I've thought it all
out and this is the best I can do for you. You
must go with the lieutenant."
The tears blotted in the dust on the boy's
face. He cried noiselessly and continued shaking his head. Spencer stood up, his face now
expressionless. He wanted to cut it short and
get away. "Goodbye, Skoshi. It can't be
helped." His voice was cold and unemotional.
Before he could walk away, the boy threw
his arms around the sergeant's knees and began
crying aloud. "No, no, you not go. Why you
do this? You no like me?" Spencer felt weary
and cold. He had been afraid of this. Skoshi
had had these crying jags before when the accumulated sorrow of his life had boiled over in
anger, self-pity and despair. The sergeant
stood motionless as the boy screamed at him.
" I number one boy. You no send me away.
Why? Why? Why? You bad sergeant. You
bad to Skoshi. You no good, no good." His
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voice was hysterical as he went through all of
the swear words he knew ending up with what
he thought was the worst of all, "Son of bitch!
Son of bitch !"
Lieutenant Wilson walked toward them anxiously. "Now wait a minute, young man.
-Sergeant, do you allow this?"
"Please, sir, he's very unhappy right now. I'm
hurting him, and he's trying to get even." The
climax had passed now, and Skoshi, exhausted
from his emotional turmoil, wept quietly with
his face pressed against Spencer's leg. Gently,
the sergeant released himself and moved the
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boy toward the lieutenant. He bent down
quickly and kissed him. "Goodbye, Skoshi."
Turning sharply, Spencer walked away from
the crowd of GI's around the train who were
snickering at the scene. As he neared the gate,
he heard the boy calling to him in a voice that
was lonely and desolate. Spencer stopped, but
did not turn around.
"Sergeant Spencer, come back! I love you,
Sergeant Spencer!"
The sergeant heard the soldiers' hooting
laughter as he rushed through the gate and
into the crowded street.

Experimentals:
prose
and
poetry
idea

ABERRATIONS

a multitude of dotted light
the city spread below
three tall chimneystacks to the right
where red pulsations flow
so pure each dot the city
in squares and lighted rows
a fragile thing to blow apart
... oh, where do dead men go?

1.

An unfound peace;
Lost!
'Mid plaintive shouts;
Lost!
Black despair pl~nged,
And
The bitterness of doom

2.

The place beside me,
Empty now
Where once was warmth.
White-wrought cathedral,
Loneliness
Echoes thy vacant chambers.

-Roger Harmon

1.

(TO MRS. S.)

Strike match and burn
If your subtle combination
Of the strange stuff of our world
Gives her fascination I am glad
Strike match and burn
If your self-destructiveness
In the color burning bright
Raises team-gems to her eyes I am glad
Strike match and burn
If the sulphur-smell in ashes
Of the striking scenes once seen
Brings back glowing moments I am glad.
-Wilson Pinney

3. One man.
A shadowed thought;
Dappled confusion, evil wrought?
Fickle soul.
Truth's witness trembling;
Rem.embering, remembering.
4.

Sharp-fanged arrow,
Seeker of souls.
Look not here
For succor from flight.
Sharp-fanged arrow,
Seeker of souls.
Look for fear ...
And a sigh in the nig~t.
-Paul Terry
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HAILSTORM
by Malcolm M. MacDonald

EIGHTY HORSES
Impulses exploded like pistons
Against the greased walls of your skull
Shattered the nagging presence
Of an existence unreasoningly dull
Racer through a draughty corridor
Screamed down an acid gulf
Met nerves inflamed with excitement
Left networks of passion convulsed
Moved muscles and flesh in torrents
Rippling past sinewy cords
Gripped bones like pregnant ramrods
And plunged them into the boards
For an instant the mass resisted
A shudder suggested the struggle
But power surged through the bridle
And snapped you back like a stone
Asphalt acknowledged defeat
Beeches came blurred in retreat
Posts blended vaguely from view
Everything burst in on you.
-John Sinclair Brims

HE warm Nebraska sun shone peacefully
down upon the undulating fields of
golden ripe · wheat. Here and there
across the landscape a combine could be seen
hungrily gathering the precious harvest lest the
same sun which had suckled it so carefully these
many long months decide to bake it into rot.
The placid scene was first dulled, and then
shattered, as a host of ominous black clouds
swept their way between the sun <tnd earth. For
a long instant all was still: the combine stopped,
abandoned by her crew, and the last soft wisp of
. wind died. It was then that nature broke loose
in all her fury, like a caged animal from captivity: with a dull plunk, plunk, the huge chunks
of ice plummetted into the earth, snapping violently at the helpless wheat as they fell. Soon
the air was filled with flying bits of frozen matter, which flaunted mercilessly man's feeble attempt to scratch a living from the soil.
It was soon over: the clouds passed swiftly
on, carrying their deathly load with them, and
the sun once more shone down upon the earth,
which was now a slimy, tangled mass of lost
grain and broken sheaths. The combine was
put away until next year.
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CIGARETTE SMOKE
Cigarette on the ashtray burning
Leaving a ribbon, twisting, turning
Snakily upward, undulating,
Writhing violently, then abating,
Looping, knotting and untying,
Disintegrating, finally dying.
-G. M. Thomas
by Tho~as P. Wright
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Ahriman
by Louis Berrone, '54
Insensible is the force of evil on the mind bent on evil.
Only when the mind opposes evil does it feel its full force.

T was a mild afternoon, unusually mild for
a day in December. The sun was out and
the snow on the ground was slowly meltmg.
Michael Hennacy, an eighteen-year-old boy,
sat pensively on the iron step of a fire-escape
near a third story landing. He wore an old
tweed sport coat, a white shirt open at the collar,
and black trousers. His face was unshaven and
his hair fell loosely over his forehead. Beside
him sat a handsome girl, Ann Ducharme. The
wind blew freely thr01~gh her hair, and the winter air colored her face. She looked at Michael
and smiled. The boy sat motionless for five
or six minutes; his mind abstracted into a world
of memories and dreams, a world far better, in
many ways, than the one in which he lived.
On the step below the pair, lay two copies of
the "Catholic Worker" and two worn books:
a volume of Aquinas and a biography of Mahatma Gandhi.
Still looking at Michael, but moving closer
to him, Ann said, "Michael, I'm so glad that
you are here. I missed you so much."
'Tm glad to be with you again too, Ann," he
answered.
"Tell me, Michael, what were you thinking
about before?" Ann asked.
"I was thinking of that night at the dance,
when you wa1ked over to me and sat down in a
.chair near mine. You started talking to me
freely, even though we were strangers. Do you
remember, Ann?"
"Yes, I remember," she said warmly, pressing
closer to him. "I noticed you early in the evening. You were sitting and staring all night.
You never moved."
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"I know. I was in a very serious mood.
But do you remember how afterwards you suggested that we dance. And then, before I
realized it, we were out in the night air alone.
You were cold and you stood close to me. And
our bodies touched. Earlier I had felt lonely,
somehow as though I were outside the crowd.
I was quickly drawn to you, when I first heard
you speak to your friends with your French
accent. I knew immediately that you were a
rarity and I longed to talk to you. Even when
you walked over to me, I was trying to find the
courage to ask you to dance. And I was searching for the correct words to use. You see, Ann,
I understood the importance of that moment.
I could feel the affinity between us. You made
meeting you so much easier by coming over
yourself."
"Let's not talk about before. Let's talk
about now or tomorrow. Rather, let's just sit
silently; we have so much to feel ... The sun
is so warm."
"Yes, I know what you mean. Yet when we
are alone together, I feel I must talk to you.
You know how important you are to me, Ann.
Our love is the only good thing in my life,
everything else is pain and fear. I love you,
Ann."
"I love you also, Michael," Ann said softly.
" ... and I always shall. Together we shall
be strong. It is when we are alone that life is
hard. When we are married it will be easier."
"Ever since my mother died, I've wanted to
leave the house. I've only stayed this long because Aunt Mary lives with us."
"You must be patient," she said, placing her
hand on Michael's. "We both must. We arP
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still very young. We must not act in haste. I
know that your father will cbject to our marriage, but you must not defy him. You
know ... "
As Ann talked on, images of his father floated
up into Michael's mind. Boyhood images of
a red terrorizing face bearing down on him
from near the ceiling. He seemed to feel the
pressure of the stare, as though it were that
which pushed him to the back door. His
father, forced him out into a hall, and a crushing back-handed blow knocked him backwards
down the stairs. He felt the muscles in his arm
tear and a bone break; and then his arm was
limp. He lay in a twisted heap at the bottom
of the stairs ... An inflection in Ann's voice
brought him back to consciousness. He looked
at his left arm, bent at the elbow and distorted
and paralyzed in that position. Then he heard
Ann say, "He is not responsible for what he
does. Please don't be rash with him, Michael.
You and I know that love is the most important
thing."
When she stopped talking, Ann put her arms
around Michael; and, ducking her head onto his
chest, she pressed herself close to him. Then
she raised her head and kissed him. "Soon
we'll be married," she went on. "We'll always
be good for each other, even as we are now ...
Perhaps some day we'll be able to buy land outside the city, and build a house, and have happy
children to live there. Our marriage will be
green and living like the spring leaves. This is
our dream, Michael. We are very young but
we will make it come true." Again Ann placed
her lips on Michael's.
Michael held her tightly. Then he said,
"Alone I am helpless. But, I believe you, Ann,
together we shall be strong. We shall be a
good match for life. Ever since that first night,
that night of the dance, when you led me out
into the night, after we had talked and danced,
and told me that you liked my ideas and my
ways and that you wanted to live with me forever, when you then kissed me beautifully on
the lips, as though it were a marriage vow, ever
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since then, Ann, I knew that life with you
would be good and blessed by God."
After leaving Ann, Michael walked homeward. His books and his folded papers were
under his arm. He was slightly nervous, even
as he might have been walking away from a
holy place. The thought of Ann brought back
remembrances of his dead mother. He remembered the warmth of her arms and her soft
bosom, he remembered the heavy books she read
to him, the pauses in her readings and her pensiveness. Then he remembered her in bed, and
then dead in a funeral home. He felt his knees
wet and the brown stains from the spring earth
on his pants. He remembered the great vacuum that followed . . . a vacuum not filled by
his father nor by his Aunt Mary who had come
to live there. He had the same feeling in his
stomach when he thought of Ann as he had
when his mother died. The thought of either
made him nervous and brought perspiration to
his palms, even his head became heavy and
swirled. As the sun set, the air became colder.
He began to walk faster when he felt the first
chill. His house was only a few blocks away
from Ann's and in five minutes he was home.
When he entered his second-floor apartment, his
father and his Aunt Mary were seated at the
dinner table. They were almost finished eating. He greeted them, laid his books and
newspapers aside, and washed. Then he sat
down at the table and began eating in silence,
pausing now and then to reconsider how he
would tell his Aunt Mary that he planned to
marry Ann. Then suddenly his father said, •
"So you finally decided to come for dinner!
Do you think this house is a hotel ? Do you
think you can eat anytime you please? You be
on time after this or you won't eat at all."
He stopped talking long enough to chew a
few mouthfuls of meat and to finish a glass of
beer. He was a tall strong man, standing six
feet tall with a thick neck, strong arms, and a
large stomach that hung over his belt. His shirt
sleeves were rolled up showing a tattoo design
on his forearm , an emblem of the Marine Corps.
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"Not only that," he went on saying, "but don't
carry any more of those radical books or newspapers into this house. Remember that. I
don't want no people to call me a communist.
And you straighten out yourself, or I'll knock
some sense into you."
Michael listened silently to what his father
said, but the words fermented in his stomach
and he knew he was ready to explode.
"And don't you go around talking about
pacifism or 'green revolutions,' because if they
don't throw you in jail, I'll make you wish they
had. I don't want to hear anybody tell me
you're passing that treasonous stuff around
either."
Michael's blood ran to his head, he could feel
his neck and temple veins swell; finally he said,
"Perhaps I should be like you. perhaps I should
be big and tough and throw my whiskey down
at the local tavern and pull arms, or join a
mob and go out and beat the Jews. Maybe I
should join the Marines and learn the quickest
way to cut a man's throat."
Michael's father turned red, when he heard
his son answer him so boldly; but his words
were choken in his throat. Instead he swung
his arm across the table, knocking over a bottle
of beer with his elbow, and caught Michael in
the face, with his open hand. Michael's head
turned sharply with the blow, and he was
thrown out of his chair. His Aunt Mary quickly bent over and put her arms under him. He
felt a primitive instinct for revenge surge up in
him from the pit of his stomach. He started
• up quickly as though he were ready to match
violence with violence; but his Aunt Mary
held him back, and helped him to retreat into
his bedroom. His father finally said, "And if
you raise your voice against your father again,
you'll get worse than that."
Michael lay on his bed and tears came to his
eyes. He lay there and he remembered Ann's
words, "Don't be rash with your father, Michael
... You and I know ·that love is the most important thing ... " He felt sorry now that he
had antagonized his father and wished he could

retract what he had said. His Aunt Mary returned to the kitchen and started clearing the
table. His father went into the living room.
When the table was cleared and the afterdinner chores done, Michael, quite shaken up
and his eyes still watery, walked into the kitchen. Finding himself alone with his aunt,
he said, "Aunt Mary, please listen to what I
have to say. It's very important, I've never
said anything to you about this before, but it is
something you must know ... I've met the girl
I'm going to marry."
Aunt Mary listened quietly; then staring him
in the eye, she said, "Are you sure that this is
the girl for you, Michael ? You're so young
yet, how can you possibly know what you
want?" In the next room, Michael's father
faintly heard their voices. He quietly moved
from his chair to a couch near the wall separating the room from the kitchen. Unseen, he
stretched himself out on the couch with his head
near the doorway where he easily heard everything said in the next room.
"I know what I want, Aunt Mary," Michael
answered. "I want to go away from here with
Ann. Somewhere where we can make a clean
beginning alone."
"Well, I'm no one to say anything if your
mind's made up. You'll see for yourself what's
in store for you. You'll learn the price of salt
soon enough. Marriage is a serious business,
boy. When a person marries, his whole life is
changed."
"I don't want my life to be changed, Aunt
Mary, I want to start a new one."
"Well, God bless you, boy," she answered,
"I hope you've found yourself a good girl.
Who is she, Michael, you haven't said a word
about her yet."
Taking a deep breath, Michael said, "Ann is
a French girl. She came from France with her
mother and two younger sisters in the year following the war. Her father had been in the
army and had been killed in the fighting. During the German occupation, the savings of
Ann's family were used; so that Ann was forced
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to find whatever way she could to make money
to support her mother and sisters. Consequently, she became the mistress of a German officer
for two years. It was a terrible experience for
her .. . for basically she was a very religious girl
and she sacrificed herself with pure motives.
What Ann's past was, in any case, doesn't interest me. I love Ann, knowing what she is
like now, and I plan to marry her."
When Michael's father heard this from the
next room, he stepped out into the doorway and
shouted, "No son of mine is going to marry a
dirty French whore, now or ever."
Michael was startled by his father's sudden
presence in the doorway. His words drove
right into his mind. Everything he saw turned
red, except the swaggering figure in the doorway that seemed to be black, as something in a
dream.
'Tm going to marry Ann," Michael said,
"and no one is going to stop me."
'Tll stop you! I say you won't marry her
and you won't."
"When will you ever learn that I'm not that
piece of the universe that has to obey you all the
time."
"As long as you're in this house, you'll do
as I say," his father shouted, "and I say you're
not marrying a dirty slut."
Hearing his father's words made Michael's
head pound. Each syllable seemed to drive
into his mind and crush his hope. He felt an
external pressure on his forehead that brought
pain. His entire body began to tremble; sweat
oozed out of his pores. Some imaginary force
was pushing in on him. Finally he managed
to say, 'Tm no longer a part of this house. I'm
getting out. "
His father rushed towards him, caught him
with his hands, and drove him up against the
door. Then opening it, he pushed him out.
The boy stumbled backwards, tripped, and fell.
He banged his head painfully on a step. The
light at the top of the stairs seemed to move
around in circles. The walls swayed, and the
stairs waved up and down. Lying helplessly,
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he felt the same force pressing in. Suddenly
he felt an urge to charge his father and kill.
But still he remained motionless. Instead, he
• gradually descended the stairs until he found
himself in the cellar. There deliriously stumbling about, he found a sharp wood-carving
knife ; and as soon as he had it in his hand, he
started back up the stairs. Ahriman, the black,
all-disrupting, all-destructive, spectral force of
evil, the force that drove in on him before was
now behind him driving him up the stairs with
a knife in his hand. Before reaching the top of
the stairs, Michael fell. In one fleeting moment
he realized what he was about to do. It was a
strong force behind him, a primitive force of
revenge and destruction, and it pushed hard
against his back. He looked up at the light
and prayed for grace to save him from committing murder. In one great moment of self- '
conquest, Michael turned and tried to descend
the stairs; but he saw a black shadow moving
on the wall directly in front of him and he fell
backwards, trembling, arid the knife dropped
out of his hand.

The Augustan Tradition:
Two Appreciations
by John R. Burrill, '54
HOUGH these essays were written separately, conjoi_ntl~ perhaps th~y will reinforce any justlficatton whiCh needs
to be made for the recovery in our time of the
poetry of Alexander Pope and other aspects of
the Augustan tradition. This business of rediscovering individual poets and traditions has
been particularly well attended in our time by
competent practical critics whose methods emphasise the particularised examinations of texts
' rather than the recitation of scholarly generalities about the authors. Given the proper time
and attention, such analyses of particular poems
and passages greatly enrich our poetic understanding of the individual poet and the tradition which he represents. And whatever may
be the current extent o.£ our poetic perspective,
we should not find one of these analyses unrewarding, for no one possesses the infinite poetic
vision the ultimate critical sensibility. About
the n~ed at all for the 'recovery' of Pope and
the Augustan tradition, I should perhaps anticipate an argument certain to be raised. Devoted readers of Pope, Swift, and Gay may
naturally object that the greatness of the Augustans need not be pointed out, that an awareness of their superiority is something which
they have had for a long time and no critic's
testimony is necessary to convince them of it. 1
This is so, but there would seem to be some reason to distinguish between classes of admirers
of Pope and the other Augustans.
In a recent review concerning Milton (Arnold
Stein's Answerable Style, Kenyon Review, Autumn, 1953), Cleanth Brooks makes this point
directly:

... and there is surely a distinction to
be made between the diehard adherent
and the man who, in sympathetic
awareness of the objections raised by
his own period, is capable of answering them.
In quantitative comparison to the attention
recently accorded Milton (and Donne) by Mr.
Stein and others, that given to the Augustans
has been slight; but counting noses certainly is
no accurate way of assessing a poet's, or a tradition's, value to us, and what criticism has been
offered on the Augustans by F. R. Leavis, Edgell
Rickward, and William Empson, seems to be
s~fticient to point out what the period has to
offer the modern reader.

It is reasonable to assume that some strenuous ob-

Perhaps the best way-in is through a brief
discussion of the basic prose content of the
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jection to the representation of the entire Augustan
age as 'great' might also be raised.

The following specific examinations deal
with two basic strategies of the Augustan: paradox and satire. This is not meant to imply that
paradox and satire are exclusively the property
of the Augustans; the first is a rhetorical device
long used and relied upon not merely to attract
attention but to serve structural ends as well;
the second is a literary manner which has existed formally since classical Greece and Rome.
It is generally accepted, however, that at the
hands of the 18th Century writers, and those of
the Augustan period particularly, satire reached
its highest point of development in English literature. Accordingly, we shall deal with John
Gay's The Beggar's Opera in terms of the various levels on which one satiric piece effectively
can operate, and with Pope in terms of his use
of paradox in the Moral Essay, Of the Character of Women.
I.

Of the Characters of Women
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poem: woman's nature being soft, women are
supremely inconsistent in comparison to men
but, with regard to the ruling passions, women
are more consistent than men. Beauty, woman's
only means for gaining her ends, is weak and
transitory, and therefore, women should cultivate the more effective virtues of modesty,
compassion, etc.
The primary element in the poem's form and
content is the element of paradox, that is, a
statement which looks both ways, pro and con,
good and bad, one which while ostensibly contradictory or ridiculous may really be quite
well-founded and true. Women, says Pope,
making his first key point, are inconsistent and
made up of contraries, that is, they are paradoxical:
How many pictures of one nymph we view,
And how unlike each other, all how true!
His couplets then particularise and enforce this
general judgment; they enumerate the paradoxes of women in great detail:
Now conscience chills her, and now passion
burns,
And atheism and religion take their turns:
A very heathen in the carnal part,
Yet still a sad good Christian at her heart.
You purchase pain with all that Joy can
give,
And die of nothing but a rage to live.
Shines at exposing knaves and painting
fools,
Yet is whate' er she hates and ridicules.
Offend her, and she knows not to forgive;
Oblige her, and she'll hate you while you
live:
But die, and she'll adore you-then the
bust
And temple rise-then fall again to dust.
The second key point in the poem seemingly
contradicts the first: women, in their love of
pleasure and · their love of sway are more consistent than men; the suggestion being that in
woman's consistency is her inconsistency. For
example, power being her whole object, a
Machiavellian maid may easily find herself acting, "A very heathen in the carnal part, yet still
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a sad good Christian at her heart. " Beauty,
alas, is often a weak weapon, and even if it is
effective, its results are no more eternal than
it is:
Still round and round the ghosts of Beauty
glide,
And haunt the places where their Honour
died.
See how the world its veterans regards !
A youth of frolics, an old age of cards;
Fair to no purpose, artful to no end,
Young without lovers, old without a
friend;
A Fop their passion, but their prize a Sot,
Alive ridiculous, and dead forgot!
All this leads to the direct (as opposed to the
satirical) moralising. This is a Moral Essay.
Ah! friend! to dazzle let the vain design;
To raise the thought and touch the heart
be thine!
Pope's advice is essentially that given by Clarissa in the Rape of the Lock. To those who follow Pope's adviceThe gen' rous God, who wit and gold refines,
And ripens spirits as he ripens mines,
Keep dross for Duchesses, the world shall
know it,
To you gave Sense, Good-humor, and a
Poet.
Now, as an example of a couplet packed with
meaning to a very great degree, I should like to
analyse in some detail-:y ou purchase pain with all that Joy can
gtve,
And die of nothing but a rage to live.
The first line means, 'By taking all of pleasure, you are hurting yourself.' But look at the
word purchase, does one purchase by taking?
Not . primarily; one purchases by giving. So
we get another paraphrase from this line, 'By
giving all pleasure, one is only hurting himself.'
Both readings seem to be legitimate enough.
The second line paraphrases, 'You burn yourself out unnecessarily with your violent passion
for life.' But Pope and his eighteenth century
reader knew that die was used by many seventeenth century poets as a metaphoric equivalent
for sexual experience. When the word is
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coupled with rage, or violent passion (a quality
not to be approved in polite society) it seems
obvious that the ambiguity is operative. Accordingly, without too much violence, we may
wring another meaning from the line, ·your
love (dying, sexual experience) is nothing but
lust (a rage). In combination, these paraphrases give us four more or less separate readings:
1. By taking, in a passion for life, all the
pleasure you can get, you are hurt, and
eventually burn yourself out.
2. By giving, in a passion for life, all the
pleasure you can, you are hurt, and eventually burn yourself out.
3. You may be enjoying your life of lust,
but the harm it does you is greater than
any pleasure that it gives.
4. To give such great pleasure to your lustful lovers will do you more real harm than
good.
Whether or not it is agreed that these readings are well-founded, or that such readings
improve the poem at all, I think that an approach of this kind is worthwhile if it helps us
to make some historical recovery, that is, in the
sense of the history of terms and words and
their meanings, a recovery ~hich would indicate
the way that the poem should be read. Possibly our reason for thinking that the work of
certain poets represents the dullest of commonplaces is that we do not perceive the contemporary performances of certain key words and
terms. And, of course, any rereading we do
ideally should have as its purpose the discovery
of what made certain poems, currently judged
dull, genuinely brilliant to the contemporary
reader.
II. The Beggar's Opera
Prolegomenon
Beggar: Who wrote the Opera.
Captain Mac heath: The robber captain, a
brave, noble, and witty highwayman, whose
generous indulgence in the attitudes of a great
lover proves more dangerous to his well being
than does his equally generous indulgence in
the contents of other men's pocketbooks.

Peachum: The thief taker, whose main sources
of income are the rewards given to him by the
grateful people of England for the capture of
criminals, and rewards for return or resale of
stolen goods. By turning over part of their
loot to Peachum, robbers can avoid the unpleasantness of Newgate and the discomfiture
of hanging at Tyburn.
Lockit: The equally corrupt gentleman who is
'host' at Newgate. The ease of one's stay at
Newgate is directly proportional to the amount
paid the gracious keeper of the keys.
Polly Peachum: The thief catcher's daughter,
who, to the disgust and indignation of her parents, marries Captain Macheath for love rather
than " ... marry him (as 'tis the fashion) coaly
and deliberately for Honour or Money."
Lucy Lockit: The gaol keeper's daughter,
whose love for Captain Macheath brings her to
help him escape the clutches of her father and
Peachum, and whose jealousy of Polly brings
her (no hard task) to plot Polly's murder. The
plot is unsuccessful, as are her attempts to win
Macheath.
A Number of "women of the town," and innumerable thieves of all descriptions, who are
either members of Macheath's "gang," or ladies
closely associated with him .
THE PLOT

ACT I. Peachum and his wife discover that
Polly has married the Captain, and decide,
against her will, to make her a rich widow
rather than a poor wife. ("But your duty to
your parents, Hussy, obliges you to hang him.")
Polly warns Macheath of her father's plans, and
they part breathing sighs of sadness.
ACT II. While Macheath is beguiled by a
group of prostitutes (the entertainments of his
fugitive hours), he is taken prisoner by Peachum, and sent to Newgate. Disclaiming his
relationship to Polly, Macheath promises to
marry Lucy if she will secure his escape from
prison, which she does.
ACT III. Lockit is infuriated with Lucy, since
now that the Captain has escaped, "Polly will
wheedle herself into his Money, and then Pea-
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chum will hang him, and cheat us both."
Through the information of a- bawd who is
dealing with Peachum, Macheath is again apprehended, this time from the bed of yet another lady of the town. His immediate execution is ordered; as Lucy and Polly are bidding
him a last sad farewell, four more ostensible
wives appear, each with a child. "What,"
says Macheath, "four wives more! This is too
much.-Here--tell the sheriff's officers I am
ready. " A player tells the Beggar that this
sad ending will never please the public, regardless of its poetic justice. The Beggar adds a
scene in which Macheath, mysteriously free,
picks Polly for his true wife; this is inoffensive,
since, says the Beggar, "in this kind of drama
'tis no matter how absurdly things are brought
about."
Example of the Tone of the Opera.
"Of all the animals of prey, Man is the only
sociable one. Every one of us preys upon his
neighbor, and yet we herd together. Peachum
is my companion, my friend-according to customs of the World, indeed, he may quote thousands of precedents for cheating me-and shall
I not make use of the privilege of Friendship
to make him a return?"
(Lockit, Act III, Scene 2).
The primary consideration here is not a judicial estimate of The Beggar's Opera; I am
not attempting to establish its place in the history and development of the drama or of English sensibility. Rather I am trying to give a
four-square schematization of the satire in Mr.
Gay's 0 pera and to show how one satiric piece
can operate effectively on a variety of levels:
social, political, and literary. Gay has not
stood the test of time so well as Pope, yet his
"Newgate pastoral" is a fine representation of
the achievement of English satire, and it seems
to me that the proposed method of analysis is
one of the most profitable lines of approach we
can select, for it demands focus of our critical
talents, however limited, upon the structure of
the work itself. Unless this demand is met
completely, as critics we have lost sight of our
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most important obligation. Satire, then, is
to be our main concern here, and most properly we should offer at least a broad definition
of it.
Doubtless, most of us recognise satire, but
few of us are prepared to deal with it, even in
very general terms, as a literary species. Satire
is a more common element of our daily conversation than it is an integral part of literature.
Contemporary speech is full of derisive laughter
and rough jests, and such criticism ranges qualitatively from blunt, painful illiterateness to a
skillful, precise, almost imperceptible choice of
words. But however managed, whether spoken
or written, whether crude or cunning, the intent of all satire is to criticise destructively.
Accordingly, satire is essentially a critical practice, and while legitimate satire does not deride
innocent weakness, suffering, or misfortune, it
does rail at people whose mental attitudes,
actions, and behavior are immoral, damaging,
and inexcusable. Satire, in either of its two
specific literary forms of that name, prose or
verse, or in the form of a tone or attitude which
is not literary necessarily, owns the aims either
of improving or destroying the target of its
blast ( cf. Rimbaud, Lardner, Mann, and Huxley). In the negative destructive variety,
pedants, bigots, cranks, parvenus, virtuosi, enthusiasts, and capacious and incompetent men
of all kinds are taken to task in terms of their
occupational approach to life as distinct from
their social behavior. Gay, I think, effectively
attacks the hypocrisy of 18th Century English
society and snatches away the false finery in
which evil and folly is clothed. In these few
prefatory remarks, I have tried to give the general qualities of satire, qualities which I hope
the subsequent particular examination of Mr.
Gay's work will quantify.
A thorough reading of the play discloses extensive criticism at the literary and/ or dramatic
level, and although the chief concern here will
be with the operation of the political and social
satire, Gay's treatment of contemporary literary
works deserves at least brief mention. The
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broad scheme of his ridicule includes burlesque
of the contemporary heroic drama and sentimental comedy, of the contemporary romance,
and of the tenderly affected songs of the period.
Whereas other contemporary attacks on the
Italian opera had been weak parodies of the
structure and style of singing, Gay's Opera
proceeds by broader attack: an incongruous operatic name ; simple scenes in place of the elaborate stage business of the Italian opera ; the
gossip of the thieves and prostitutes in place of
the lofty dialogue; a combination of comedy
and mock tragedy that at every turn pokes fun
at the exaggerated seriousness of Italian opera ;
an apology, by the beggar, for not making his
opera thoroughly unnatural, like those in vogue ;
the use of well-known ballads for purposes of
dialogue. This does quickly with the manner
of literary satire; it is a matter which should
properly be given more explication.
The political aspect derives its primary importance from the assumption that the contemporary audience would be united in their
recognition and understanding of the barbs
which were directed at certain people then in
high government positions. Gay selected a
general, as opposed to specific, manner of attack. His satiric purpose was carried out by
means of a subtle language, utilising crafty allusion, parallel illustration, and implication
through the device of suggestive names, places,
and situations. The mere fact that the play is
today wholly acceptable when staged is evidence
of the generality, rather than specificity, of his
satire. Admittedly, if self-interest ceases to be
a recognisable motivating force in society, the
Beggar's Opera will lose a great amount of its
dramatic effectiveness: insofar as we lose sight
of the aristocratic framework of motives, we
become increasingly incapable of reacting fully
to the dramatic character of Captain Macheath.
The position of Macheath as a mock-hero reveals a number of different ways in which Gay
is working on his audience. "Macheath" denotes lord of the heath, the plain on which he
plies his dishonest but not ignoble (by compari-

son, at least, with that of Peach urn) occupation.
Macheath is a Tory aristocrat in a Whig world:
Tory because that is the party of Gay, Pope, and
Swift; and Tory because he transcends the petits
bourgeois standards of Peachum and Lockit,
and Walpole; he transcends their standards because he will not translate his aristocratic ind ependence into their chemically pure self-interest.
He earns his aristocracy by acting in an aristocratic manner and not by simple right of birth,
like those aristocrats who had disappointed Gay
at court. There is a double irony here however: Macheath's aristocracy is his downfall ;
like Don Quixote he is trying to preserve the
beautiful and the dead; in one sense he proves
the rightness of Peachum's attitude by being
victim to it ; and there is the dramatic irony in
the fact that he does not realise that it is his
aristocratic difference which brings about his
downfall. His independence is so natural that
he hardly realises that he has it: he is hero as
fool as well as hero as aristocrat. The ideal
audience will have a complex attitude toward
Macheath, and the separate members of Gay's
audience can all accept him on some terms at
least. To the Tory, his fate implies an indictment of Whiggery. The members of the aristocracy can be amused at the spectacle of the
"average man attempting the exceptional."
The Whig can discover him amusing and obtuse, not a little like the typical Tory, and this
makes him (the Whig) more friendly toward
the parody of himself (Walpole) present in the
characters of Lockit and Peachum. They have
all been acted upon by a complicated and dramatically satisfying character.
Correspondence between Swift, Gay, and
Pope supports the idea that a good deal of the
satire on the Walpole administration was definitely intended. Th e Beggar's Opera was one
of the three most important works of art of the
opposition at that time (Gulliver and the Dunciad were the others) . The fact that the Beggar's Opera was taken as satire by contemporaries is proved by the prohibition of Gay's
sequel to it, Polly. If Gay was retaliating for
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disappointments at court and at the hands of
the ministry, his play shows little morbid hatred,
and hardly a trace of anger-if the wit is
pointed, the dart is not poisoned, e.g., "In one
respect indeed, our employment may be reckoned dishonest, because, like great statesmen,
we encourage those who betray our friends ."
And, "You might sooner tear a pension out of
the hands of the courtier. " Whatever political
satire there is, it does not hinge on a one-toone correspondence between the characters on
the stage and the members of the ministry or
the people at court : aspects of various characters
seem to fit the Tory view of Walpole admirably,
and the circumstances imply that Walpole understood well for whom the satire was intended.
As social satire, the play is a comedy of
manners rather than a coarse attack on humanity. Gay exposes high society by picturing the
low as equally bad; his humour is whimsical
and ironical. The social code of the lowly is
strict, although they realise, as do their betters,
that their conventions are, at best, a eulogistic
icing for the cake of self-interest. They acknowledge that man is an animal of prey, that
friendship is the common instrument of personal advantage, and that man must comply
with the ways of the world and make gratitude
give way to interest.
The professions all come in for their share
of ribbing: lawyers are roundly abused-''!£
lawyer's hand is fee' d, sir, you lose your whole
estate." The evils of gin drinking, too, are
called to account by Lucy as she plans to poison
Polly- "! run no risque; for I can lay her death
upon the ginn, and so many die of that naturally
that I shall never be called to question. "
In any case, it seems that few possible targets
for satire have been missed by Mr. Gay, and I
feel it a fine thing that the play has retained its
popularity and that it is still enjoyed.
COMMENTARIES
(Continued from page 8)
modern poetry is that approach which is concerned with understanding. No one, I am con-
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vinced, understands modern verse--if by understanding we mean "knowing" what the poem
says. For what does it matter what a line may
say. It's what happens within the structure of
the poem that is important.
" It isn't what he says that counts as a work
of art," writes Williams in his preface to the
1944 edition of his poems, "it's what he makes,
with such intensity of perception that it lives
with an intrinsic movement of its own to verify
its authenticity. " The poem is a carefully constructed machine (as Williams calls it) which
moves onward toward some complex end, containing within itself the principle of motion.
This attempt of transferring the subject's action
into the structure of the poem becomes most
obvious in Cummings.
The essential question to put before modern
poets, and artists in general, is "where do we go
from here?'' To what end do these theories
lead us? Williams himself gave us one answer
when he wrote that poetry is but one side of a
war-a sort of eternal war in which "desire
drives us toward a complex end." And when
this end is reached, it but turns toward a new
end.
Memory
Breaking the sugared seal of sleepy past
I feel again the smile of infant days,
The fossils that in stratum were to cast
The character my aging actor plays.
My scribes, though often careless, ever wait
To swallow up, digest my every scene,
And then with mellowness to recreate
A drama with experience the theme.
The imitator blushes on the stage;
My arguments are fashionless in years.
The audience is critical with age
And laughs where I had dedicated tears.
Old skeleton is standing by the curtain;
The lead is nervous waiting for his cue.
Although the human element is certain,
In heav' n the papers publish the review.
-Donald W. Ritter

The Paradoxical Morality
of Moll Flanders
by Roger Harmon, '54
H. TAWNEY'S book, R eligion and
the Rise of Capitalism, traces the process of the secularization of economic
theory from the Middle Ages to Puritan England of the early 18th Century. In this paper I
am most concerned with his discussion of the
change in the Puritan attitude toward trade and
economic gain from the time of the Civil War
to the period following the glorious Revolution.
It is my aim to use Tawney's reconstruction of
the economic thought of that period as a basis
for interpreting what appears to be the paradoxical morality of Daniel Defoe's Moll Flanders.
The Puritan of the century between the accession of Elizabeth and the Civil War was a
virile enemy of economic gain and social license.
He so emphasized the closer walk with God that
the business of this world and its pleasures were
intolerable to his mind. Yet, by the early part
of the 18th Century success in business had be·come in itself almost a sign of spiritual grace.
Side by side these views represent a remarkable
metamorphosis in economic thought, and it is
this change with which Tawney deals, attempting to point out the reasons and means of such a
turn-about.
At the vortex of those forces for social transformation in the 16th and 17th Centuries was
the rise of the commercial classes, led and dominated by the Purita_ns who came to look upon
labor and industry as their duty toward God.
"Discarding the suspicion of economic motives,
which had been as characteristic of the reformers as of medieval theologians," writes Tawney,
"Puritanism in its later phases added a halo of
ethical sanctification to the appeal of economic
expediency, and offered a moral creed, in which
the duties of religion and the calls of business
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ended their long estrangement in an unanticipated reconciliation. ''
The crux of the matter is that "between the
old-fashioned denunciatiop of uncharitable
covetousness and the new-fashioned applause of
economic enterprise, a bridge is thrown by the
argument which urges that enterprise itself is
the discharge. of a duty imposed by God." To
carry this thought one step further, the proof
that a man has labored faithfully in his vocation and that "God has blessed his Trade" is
his degree of success in his business. Such success became another outward and visible sign
of spiritual salvation.
Moreover, the personal qualities favorable to
commercial success were pronounced as moral
as well as economic virtues. "The shrewd, calculating commercialism which tries all human
relations by pecuniary standards, the acquisitiveness which cannot rest while there are competitors to be conquered and profits to be won, the
love of social power and hunger for economic
gain-these irrepressible appetites .. . plunged
in the cleansing waters of later Puritanism, the
qualities which less enlightened ages denounced
as social vices emerged as economic virtues.
They emerged as moral virtues as well. For
the world exists not to be enjoyed, but to be
conquered."
This brief and by no means adequate summary of Tawney's remarks upon the Puritan
movement, which is, of course, much more complex, will perhaps be sufficient for relating my
discussion of Moll Flanders to the economic
thought of Defoe's time.
Defoe himself belonged to the rising class
of tradesmen, a merchant in hosiery (haberdashery) and in other goods including wine
and tobacco. Though he was not successful,
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his enthusiasm and interest in commercialism
identifies him with the new middle class and
the new spirit of Puritanism. His father was a
Dissenter, and Defoe himself attended the Dissenters' Academy. The ambitions of the rising
lower classes encouraged within him, writes
Mark Schorer in his introduction to M oll Flanders, "a kind of depraved Puritanism that expressed itself in a moralistic piety and a utilitarian morality. " This could be no more clearly
displayed than in Moll Flanders. If the economic thought of the early 18th Century is used
as a viewing glass, the book is not without
moral life, and this morality is not paradoxical.
The first conflict in Moll's life arises from
the prospect of "going into service." Even as a
ten-year-old child she has the stubborn desire
to be a gentlewoman. But by "gentlewoman"
she means nothing more than to be "able to
work for myself, and get enough to keep me
without that terrible bugbear going to service . . . Two years later she was what she
desired to be, " for by the time I was 12 years
old, I not only found myself clothes and paid
my nurse for my keeping, but got money in my
pocket too beforehand. " It is this very willfulness and industry that dominate her personality through the whole novel. When she finds
herself broke, friendless, and faced with desperation, her personal cleverness and enterprise
and ambition come to her aid, and she becomes
one of t.he most successful thiefs in all England;
she is, indeed, notorious among the inmates at
the Old Bailey. Yet, through conscious shrewdness she always concealed her actual identity,
employing all manner of caution. It is this
personal tenacity and wit over which Defoe
lingers that a:re to the commercially minded
Puritan the most admirable and most necessary
qualities of the "good life."
Moll is driven to stealing and whoring in order to escape poverty which has become identified with sin and all manner of evil. The
most despicable characters are those immersed
in poverty. The boatload of wretches being
deported to the colonies were both penniless
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and the most depraved people in all England.
If wealth is proof of one's industry, poverty is
likewise clear evidence of sloth, carelessness,
and general lack of the qualities of the moral
life. Moll is never driven to poverty, and
though to escape poverty she becomes a common thief and rogue, the means seems to justify the end, by virtue of her extraordinary
cleverness, monetary acumen, and wit. This
energy and shrewdness in conquering her situation is abundantly rewarded.
The first time Moll really finds herself face
to face with the prospect of poverty is after het
third marriage. Discovering that her husband
is actually her own brother, she leaves him
straightway, but in the voyage back to London,
all her belongings are lost. She must either
submit to complete poverty and wretchedness or
by means of some personal resources rescue herself, and she does just that. Her career as a
thief is unmatched, and her fortune begins to
mount. But as a thief she falls into the hands
of the law and is condemned to die.
Moll's reprieve is probably the most outstanding melodramatic element in the plot. But it
may serve to demonstrate the Puritan belief that
salvation is the free gift of God, and that conduct and action are really more the consequences rather than the means of attaining it.
And Moll's final wealth would therefore be the
natural consequence of God's blessing and
ample proof of her salvation.
All during the time of her career as a thief,
during her term in prison, and her repentance
(which was the result of the prospect of death
and life after death and not the humanitarian
consciousness of wrong-doing), during this time
a fortune was being built up for her by her
mother and brother in Virginia. But it is Moll's
ow~ money, carefully saved from her thievery,
which enables them to cross the ocean in comfortable circumstances and which brings them
in reach of her inheritance. Is not this then
morality turned upsidedown? Doesn't this
rather go to prove that the weed of crime bears
sweet fruit indeed? It is true that the tradi-
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tional scheme of Christian morality is reversed,
but so it was in the Puritan mind. While poverty is not a misfortune so much as a demonstration of moral failing, so riches are the
blessing which rewards the triumph of energy
and will. Possessor of the most admirable ·
traits of the good life-tenacity, shrewdness,
love of social importance, boldness, wit, and
a determination toward economic success-Moll
was freely accorded the gift of salvation, regardless of her thievery, deception, and whoring, which were all "by the by." And as a
deserving companion to her salvation was her
fortune.
I think it might be easily seen also that the
pattern here is almost exactly duplicated in the
career of her Lancashier husband.
One word more. Defoe was writing a novel
and as such its characters cannot be classified
so neatly. There is extreme danger of doing
outright violence to Moll's uniqueness. For
Moll meets with many of the same moral
hurdles, although on a different level, that
Christi'an meets in Pilgrim's Progress. She

meets them in her own particular way, and like
Christian she arrives at the heavenly city.
ANY OLD TIME
by John Boyer
(Continued from page 5)
"Just give me a call tomorrow," Bulmer said,
"and we'll get together sometime, if I can make
it. They'll treat you swell down there at the
Empire-take it from me. Give me a call tomorrow, if you're still in town, Dan. G'night."
Matthews did not have to hear the click at
the other end of the line. He slowly replaced
the receiver on its hook. Jesus, he thought
dully, Jesus Christ, they've got no right to do
this to me.
"It's half-past eleven," broke in the girl from
behind the counter. "I can't stay around here
all night. It's way after closing time now."
Matthews opened the door and stared out
into the night for a moment. Then, slowly, he
began to walk through the gusts of wind and
rain back toward the bus shed.
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FIFTY ROADS TO TOWN
By Earl Hamner, Jr. , Random House.
ARL HAMNER'S way of writing a first
novel seems to be a fine example of a
natural and sensible starting point for a
young novelist. Mr. Hamner wisely avoids attempting to communicate to us some complex
experience, 'a method which often results in the
writer's devitalizing his subject matter before
he has acquired control of his medium. Rather,
Mr. Hamner has chosen a narrow subject matter, one well within the limits of his early capabilities, and one about which he writes with
much good humor and perceptive sympathy,
and a sensibility intact and unashamed.
"Fifty Roads to Town" is set in a relatively
brief period in the present, and although narrow
in subject matter, it cannot be judged to be
slight in material. The novel portrays a startling incident, or the co-mingling of several
startling incidents, which occur in the lonely
little village of Edensville, in the foothills of
the Blue Ridge section of Virginia.
As the name of the town might imply, we
have a novel of some religious flavor; and in
Otha, the transient preacher and the hub about
which the drama of Edensville revolyes, we encounter someone of grotesque quality, driven by
sins unnamed but not unimaginable, in whom
there rages a conflict between a religious fervor
heightened by the gigantesque imagining that
he is Jesus Christ and a wholly insatiable lust
for women. Doubtless this seems a somewhat
extravagantly incongruous combination in a
preacher, but Mr. Hamner's ironically entertaining portrayal of this man of God increases both
our enjoyment and our willingness to accept
such a character.
Otha' s arrival in Edensville and the pitching
of his revival tent signal a shift in the destiny
of the entire town, and as the book progresses,
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Otha, ostensibly so closely connected with degradation, drags the others down with him,
and many members of the town get more than
just religion. As his various affairs evolve, the
community .seems to respond fully to his religious and sexual encouragement, and the significant collision of incidents is violence and
murder.
In some sense, "Fifty Roads to Town" is a
tragedy, but fortunately for Mr. Hamner and
his audience the tragic view does not seem to
have settled on him like a wet blanket. He has
described for us one chapter in the autobiography of a society, its emancipation from horror,
sin, and disaster, and he ends on a qualified note
of affirmation, one which should have equal
significance for many of us : "there are fifty
roads to town, and rather more to Heaven."

-John R. Burrill.
THE FAR SIDE OF THE HILL
By Belle Turnbull. 220 pp. New York,
Crown Publishers, Inc. $3.00.
N autumn weekend in Vermont, a warm
fireside, and a group of friends who
like to listen as you read aloud: these
are the ingredients for enjoying a novel such as
"The Far Side of the Hill." The first two ingredients may be dispensed with, but oral reading is absolutely essential if one is fully to appreciate Belle Turnbull's work. Although she
has written in prose this time, the influence of
her previous poetical work can be felt throughout her newest book.
"There are people even so far
away as New Jersey who have been to
Topas, even as far away as Oregon.
Whichever way you go in to Topas,
say these people, you have to drive to
get there. By one highway you cross
the Divide once, by the other highway
twice."
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THE TRINITY REVIEW

This is a novel of striking parallels: mother
and daughter, father and bashful young lover,
Negro sheepman and Armenian poet. Only
once do we see them all together; that is, all
except for Joe Bear who has been dismissed
from Delia Jesser's life for the last seventeen
years, in spite of his black ghost which frequently haunts her second marriage. Delia looks
fearfully at her daughter when the tall thin
stranger comes to call at their unpretentious
mining cabin. Mark Shantallys merely looks
up scornfully from his hand of cards, and turns
to concentrate again. Ike Jesser may be as
crude as the silver ore he extracts from his mine,
but he hospitably invites the dark foreigner to
join their game. Jacob Hala doesn't know the
rules of their g~me, but he does know how to
put his thoughts into words; words that sound
beautifully mysterious and strangely complicated to the uneducated literary ear of this folk.

Dee Ann can only sit there, rigid and frightened, not daring to look up or to talk for fear
of revealing her secret about this man with the
magic words. Under the touch of his artistic
hand even her name is transformed into the
poetic Diane.
The tension which begins in this small room
mounts to drama. The parallels become ruthlessly apparent. Life in the mountain town of
Tapas erupts into bitterness and suspicion.
Even the sometimes naive obviousness of the
author becomes a useful part of her media as it
conveys the simplicity of Tapas peop,le and their
unsophisticated living. The author has written
well from a standpoint of entertainment and
directness, and the poetry of her characterizations seems to carry the reader rapidly into the
depths of plot.
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-Jerald E. Hatfield.
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